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Early appearances[ edit ] The Silver Surfer debuted as an unplanned addition to the superhero -team comic
Fantastic Four 48 March When Kirby turned in his pencil art for the story, he included a new character he and
Lee had not discussed. The Silver Surfer soon became a key part of the unfolding story. The character made
his solo debut in the backup story of Fantastic Four Annual 5 Nov. The Silver Surfer 1 Aug. Cover art by John
Buscema and Joe Sinnott. The following year, Lee launched the solo title The Silver Surfer. John Buscema
was penciller for the first 17 issues of the series, with Kirby returning for the 18th and final issue. The first
seven issues, which included anthological "Tales of the Watcher" backup stories, were page with advertising ,
cent "giants", as opposed to the typical page, cent comics of the time. Lee remained partial to the Surfer, even
asking other writers not to use him as a general rule, [14] and with Kirby collaborated on a seminal graphic
novel starring the character, the only original story featured in the Marvel Fireside Books series. Initially
written by Steve Englehart , the series was to be set on Earth and one issue was completed under this premise
before Marvel agreed to let Englehart remove the long-standing restriction regarding Silver Surfer being
imprisoned on Earth. This first issue was shelved and a brand new first issue was written, to set up this plot
twist; the original first issue would ultimately be reprinted in Marvel Fanfare The series marked the first
Silver Surfer stories not written by Stan Lee, a fact which Lee was openly unhappy about. I felt that it was
kind of nice for me to have been the only writer of the Silver Surfer, so I felt a little bit disappointed when
somebody else did it. I would have liked to have been the only person. Had I known they were absolutely
going to have the book done, I would have found the time to do it myself. Jim Starlin took over as writer with
issue 34 after several fill-in issues, and incorporated Thanos, Adam Warlock, and Drax the Destroyer into the
series. DeMatteis also having brief writing stints on the series as well. Muth , as well as periodic guest spots
by John Buscema. The title experienced great initial success which allowed Marvel to push the character into
other media, including a video game, trading card set, and animated series, as well as spinning off a variety of
other comics series including Cosmic Powers, Cosmic Powers Unlimited, Captain Marvel vol. It ran issues,
through The next year it was followed by the two-issue miniseries, Silver Surfer: A two-issue Silver Surfer
miniseries later collected as Silver Surfer: Because of inconsistencies with other stories, it has been argued that
these stories actually feature an alternate Silver Surfer from a parallel Earth. It lasted 14 issues. In â€”, he
starred in the four-issue miniseries Annihilation: Silver Surfer and co-starred in the miniseries Heralds of
Galactus , both part of the Annihilation fictional crossover. In , the Silver Surfer starred in a four-issue
miniseries Silver Surfer: Requiem by writer J. Michael Straczynski and artist Esad Ribic. Requiem portrays
the character upon learning that he is dying as the silver shell he is encased in is deteriorating. This was
followed by the miniseries Silver Surfer: This example also highlights the pseudo- fractal light illusion known
as Kirby krackle , which Kirby and Sinnott often employed with the Surfer and other cosmic, spacefaring
Marvel characters. Facing the destruction of his world by planet-consuming Galactus , Radd bargains with the
cosmic being. In return for the safety of Zenn-La and his lover, Shalla-Bal , Radd pledges to seek out planets
for the world devourer to consume as his herald. Galactus imbues him with a portion of the Power Cosmic ,
transforming him into the Silver Surfer. Eventually, the Surfer summons his master to Earth. Touched by their
nobility, he rebels against Galactus, who is eventually driven off. Before he leaves, he confines the Surfer to
Earth with an invisible barrier that affects only him. Harper, who eventually sacrifices himself to save the
world from the Stranger. He discovers, though, that his homeworld has been ravaged by Galactus and
Shalla-Bal has been abducted by Mephisto and taken to Earth. Even though it means trapping himself once
more, the Surfer returns to Earth to battle and defeat Mephisto. Before being vanquished, Mephisto sends
Shalla-Bal back to Zenn-La, but the Surfer manages to endow her with a portion of his Power Cosmic, which
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she uses to revitalize the plant life of their ravaged homeworld. The Surfer thwarts this plot with the aid of his
new love interest, Mantis , the Earth-born cosmic heroine also known as the "Celestial Madonna". He
convinces Galactus to restore it, [50] but once Galactus has done so, the Surfer is overcome with grief until he
is able to forgive himself. The Surfer returns home to Zenn-La to find that the planet has vanished, and learns
it was actually destroyed in the s Earth time by the entity known as the Other. He later regains his personality
during a time-travel adventure and sharing a romance with Alicia Masters. Silver Surfer temporarily bonds
with and is controlled by the Carnage symbiote , which is seeking revenge for the destruction of its
homeworld. During his travels, the Surfer is captured by a portal of the Sakaar Empire. Left weakened and
vulnerable by his trip through the portal, the Surfer is subdued and implanted with an obedience disk to ensure
he remains loyal to them. Drax the Destroyer frees the Surfer, who in turn frees Galactus. An enraged Galactus
destroys more than half the Annihilation Wave, and Annihilus is defeated. He delays the planetary destruction
to give the inhabitants more time to evacuate. The battle ended when the Silver Surfer chose to leave his post
as herald and guard an Asgardian artifact. Glorian has also enlisted the help of the Shaper of Worlds. Dawn
agreed to use her memories to restore Earth while Silver Surfer left to restore the rest of the universe, but
Silver Surfer unmade Galactus while Dawn unknowingly created another version of Norrin. The Shaper of
Worlds is not happy with the changes. The Surfer can navigate through interstellar space [71] and hyperspace,
which he can enter after exceeding the speed of light. He can survive in nearly any known natural
environment, including deep space, hyperspace, and black holes [74] and stars. The board is mentally linked to
the Surfer and moves in response to his mental commands even when he is not in physical contact with it.
Once he was free of Earth, the Surfer remotely converted the board to energy, recalled it to him, and reformed
it in space. In this state, he can properly eat, drink and sleep. Suicide cults founded by the creatures began to
appear all across the globe as Gah Lak Tus drew near. These silvery beings had the ability to grow wings;
morph into an ovoid ; form spikes; or take an intermediary form, gliding on an oval surface. They also
demonstrated the ability to manipulate large quantities of energy. He is teleported to Earth after Reed mistakes
him for a star that he is trying to harness. His appearance triggers planet-wide chaos and natural calamities. In
43, Reed comments that Gah Lak Tus seems to have modeled its drones on this surfer, and he gives his name
as Norin Radd. The Searcher states that he will summon his "master", who will make the population of the
Earth happier than they have ever been. It is revealed that the Surfer has been exiled from Zenn-La for
destroying the control that Psycho-Man had over Zenn-La, but because of finding Earth for his master to
"save" he may return. Fantastic, tells him his story, and asks him to save Earth. With the Surfers beaten and
the insane Psycho-Man reprogrammed to experience the unthinking happiness he had imposed on others,
Silver Surfer wanders the space ways. He informs Phoenix that the Watchers disapprove of the problems her
flight across the universe is causing and briefly battles her before asking what she is looking for. Determined
to bring it back to existence, he approached Galactus , Restorer of Worlds, and became his herald in the hope
that Galactus would resurrect his world in exchange for his service. However, Galactus had taken an oath to
only revive those worlds destroyed by the Blight. An enraged Silver Surfer then turned against his master,
destroying those who worshiped him and attempting to kill Galactus himself in order to steal the knowledge of
world restoration. Instead of coming to Earth and meeting the Fantastic Four, he is attacked by a horde of
zombies. Afterwards, Pym creates a machine that concentrates the Cosmic powers they all share to create a
massive blast that kills Galactus , at which point they eat him. Now imbued with the power of Galactus
himself and realizing they can now fly and survive in space , they adopt his role, traveling the universe and
picking worlds clean of life. This new version of the Silver Surfer, sans his surfboard, had Quantum Bands ,
which augmented his "Power Cosmic" and designated him as the Protector of the Universe, as with other
bearers of the Bands before him. He works with the Guardians in an attempt to kill Galactus once and for all,
his first attempt with Firelord and Dargo-Thor having failed. Eon , cosmic being and creator of the Quantum
Bands, reveals that this was the ultimate purpose of the Keeper becoming the Protector of the Universe, and he
enters into a symbiotic partnership with Galactus, who accepts the Keeper as an equal; he is last seen leaving
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with Galactus, riding a silver surfboard once more. The Silver Surfer accompanies him along with his love
Shalla-Bal, who had now been turned into a silver herald of Galactus as well. Unholy Alliances, the Silver
Surfer confronts Cyborg Superman over the destruction of a planet and is met by Parallax. Parallax beats the
Cyborg, but the Silver Surfer lets him go and tries to sympathize with Parallax. The two return to Earth to find
Kyle Rayner with Thanos, leading them to believe they formed an alliance when in reality Thanos tricked
Kyle. The Surfer similarly gave most of his power to Parallax to reform the destroyed planet, forcing Kyle to
use his ring to drain both villains of their enhanced powers before they can destroy everything. Unable to
contain the power himself, Kyle channels the power from the two villains into the Silver Surfer, who opens a
portal and sucks the two inside. One issue of What If? After his powers were used to destroy dozens of New
York City blocks and realizing that there was only one way to stop the symbiote, the Silver Surfer flew
himself into the sun, seemingly destroying both himself and the creature. In this issue, the story of the
Gauntlet is partially retold and shows Thanos in space with the Gauntlet, ruling over all existence. Initially, the
Surfer tries to use the gauntlet for good, but ultimately the supreme power of the gauntlet forces the Surfer to
destroy it in order to avoid becoming corrupted by it. Prior to destroying the gauntlet, the Surfer creates a
distant planet for himself and Shalla Bal his wife to reside on for all time and the Surfer returns to his human
form of Norrin Radd. This story is told from the perspective of the Watcher who continually observes the
universe and refuses to interfere in the natural unfolding of things. Mar-Vell says that he and his comrades
concluded that the Surfer had been driven mad because of his lack of need for oxygen and clawed open his
chest in order to expose his lungs to the atmosphere, but died of shock. This persona takes control of the
Surfer in the second half of Season 2. Then he uses the power of both items to destroy two-thirds of the
universe, separate the members of the squad across the multiverse, and send Earth farther away from the Sun,
so the planet could freeze to death. Once the squad reunites, they make it their goal to stop the Dark Surfer. In
the final episode, his Dark Surfer persona is destroyed and he is purified when his powerful items are shattered
into numerous Infinity Fractals and spread across the universe, all while repairing the damage the Dark Surfer
caused.
Chapter 2 : Silver Surfer Pictures
Get this from a library! Silver surfers' colour guide to the Internet. [Helen Brookes].

Chapter 3 : Silver Surfer - Wikipedia
The internet is a powerful tool that can teach and empower people of all ages from around the world - This site uses
cookies Click here to remove this message More information Welcome to Silver surfers - features, offers, news & social
forums for the over 50s.

Chapter 4 : UWE students help 'silver surfers' become internet savvy - UWE Bristol: News Releases
Silver Surfers: Internet Usage Among Older Generations. The Internet isn't just for tweens and young socialites. In fact,
a large population of Internet users are 50 and older, utilizing the Web for social media, shopping and even education.

Chapter 5 : Silver Surfers in libraries - calendrierdelascience.com
SILVER SURFERS' ON-LINE SAFETY GUIDE 5 3) Assuming that they have only recently been introduced to
computers and the Internet, senior citizens, just like any other beginners in this domain, are.

Chapter 6 : Internet Advice & Articles for Over 50s - Silversurfers
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Number of 'silver surfers' aged 75 and over who have recently used the internet more than doubles in seven years to
44%, new figures reveal Number of 75s and over who have used the internet in the.

Chapter 7 : The Silver Surfers' Colour Guide to the Internet: calendrierdelascience.com: Helen Brookes: Bo
Silver Surfer While some go for the gold, Francine Makshanoff of JCPenney Salon in Moreno Valley, CA, knows it's all
about silver. This ashy gray color is done with a balayage technique and is fresh, hip and oh-so flattering on so many
skin tones.

Chapter 8 : Silver Surfers: Internet Usage Among Older Generations
Get this from a library! Silver surfers' colour guide to surfing for friends: keep in touch with old friends - make interesting
new friends. [Debbie Brixey].

Chapter 9 : Silver Surfer: Prodigal Son - IMDb
Silver Surfer: Prodigal Son Action, Fantasy, Sci-Fi | 12 December (USA) The scientist Norrin Radd is transformed into
the silver being who flies around on a surfboard.
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